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/. Introduction
An alpha and beta counting system - FAG*, for planchette samples is operated at the Health

Physics department's laboratory of the NRCN.
The original operation mode of the system was based on manual tasks handled by the

FHT1100 electronics. An option for a basic computer keyboard operation was available too.
A computer with an appropriate I\O card was connected to the system and a new operating
program was developed which enables full automatic control of the various components. The
program includes activity calculations and statistical checks as well as data management.

A bar-code laser system for sample number reading was integrated into the Alpha-Beta
automatic counting system. The sample identification by means of an attached bar-code label
enables unmistakable and reliable attribution of results to the counted sample.

2. The svstem
The original system consisted of a proportional detector of 8" diameter operated in

coincidence with a guard detector, an automatic sample changer (FAG-FHT770E) and basic
electronics (FAG-FHT1100 digital counter and controller). The following changes were
performed to operate the system in a fully upgraded and automatic mode.
• Integration of an I/O card for computer connection with the developed software.
• Integration of a bar-code laser system for sample number identification.

The scheme of the integrated system is given in fig. 1.
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Fig 1: Scheme of the system including the bar-code reader
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3. The Computer operating program
The computer controls the FHT1100 electronics using the RS232 protocol and the sample

changer by an I\O card (Contec** model PIO-48W\PC). The program which was developed
enables computer control of all components of the system, based on bi-directional
communication. The computer controls the whole operation of the system: change of samples,
high voltage change, start, stop etc. It handles in the appropriate order the different commands
and operates the electronic and mechanical components accordingly. Status information of the
different components including messages and alarms are also displayed . The counting results
are used as input data for alpha and beta activity calculations.

The program was written in Quick-Basic version 4.5 and it consists of three main parts:
1. Manual operation:

This part is mainly the original version and it enables the operator to control manually the
system and its different components. Trough the computer"s keyboard the high voltage can
be changed, counting time can be determined, start and stop counting can be controlled,
etc.

2. Automatic operation and calculations:
This part of the program consists of different sets of orders in logical sequence including

status checks and commands to and from the FHT1100 electronics, the sample changer
and the bar-code reader. A fully automatic alpha and beta recycle counting procedure is
performed as well as data transferring from the FHT1100 to the computer. Minimum
detectable activities are calculated and the activity values for alpha and beta radiation are
compared to these values. Every sample can be counted a predetermined number of times.
In this case, statistical analysis is performed and indication is given about results which
lay outside normal statistical variations (3*a range). This analysis is performed on line and
may cause an automatic recounting of the sample.

3. Calibration checks:
This part of the program operates the system for automatic counting of background and

known activity alpha and beta sources. Statistical checks are performed and deviations
from expected values are reported. A special option of alpha and beta plateau display was
also added to the calibration process to enable easy determination of the adequate high
voltage.

4.The Bar-Code reader integration:
Installation of the bar-code reader (Symbol Technologies***, model SE-1022) required

several modifications: (I) Mechanical changes in the automatic sample changer, (II) Design
and production of new sample holders,. (Ill) Modification of the sample planchettes, (TV)
Changes in the electronic system, (V) Update of the operating software.

• Mechanical modifications:
It has been decided to integrate a laser bar-code system which can detect the number from

a distance of about 15 cm. The bar-code reader is placed in the lower part of the loading
device, between the feed unit and the detector. An adequate slot was cut to enable the
passage of the bar-code laser beam. A bar-code label is attached to the bottom of the
planchette holding the sample, which is placed in the sample holder, so that the laser beam
scans the sample code on its way to the detector, before the counting starts. The holder's
motion along its path is achieved by means of a moving bar that pushes the holder on two
parallel tracks. Because it moves freely, the holder may turn during its movement, which
may cause out of range reading angles. In order to ensure an only limited turn, a new holder
was designed with a flat area at the contact surface to the moving bar. The new holder is
made of PVC instead of aluminum, is lighter by 25 % compared to the original holder and
thus the number of samples which can be loaded on the sample changer can be increased
accordingly. The new sample holder is shown in figure 2.
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Fig 2: The new sample holder holder.

• Electronic modifications
The hardware control method has been chosen for operating the bar-code reader instead of

software control via serial communication channel, in order to achieve independent and
simple operation. The bar-code reader has been initiated to scan code 39. This code was
selected since it employs letters, numbers and enables reading of many characters. The
bar-code reader control lines are connected to the I/O card. A communication adapter card
has been designed and built to convert the bar-code reading data to the RS-232
communication standard. This data is transferred to COM-2 of the computer, at a rate of
9600 bytes per sec.

• Software
The operating software was integrated in the new program and it handles the bar-code

reader on/off, scanning, identification and alarm conditions. The bar-code scanning process
is initiated 10 seconds after the start command to the sample changer. The control of the
bar-code reader operations is performed through the I/O card. Up to four readings are
attempted for the code identification. If a code is identified, the scanning process is stopped
and data is transferred to COM-2. The bar-code reading is displayed and saved on a file
together with the results attributed to the sample. If no bar-code number was detected, an
audible alarm is activated and a corresponding message is displayed and printed.

Bar-codes numbers including parameters like sampling location, type, weight or volume,
enable automatic normalization according to specified data.

5. Example of results printout:
Below is given an example of the results for a sample counted 4 times for alpha and beta

activity detection. The first part consists of the original count values in alpha and alpha+beta
mode, for a cycle of 4 repetitions . Further, alpha and beta activity results are given for each
cycle. Statistical errors are evaluated ( alpha count #3 was found out of the 3*a range ), and
at the end the averages and statistical characteristics are given.
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*ab_A 10 1 6 Cnts 300s 23:42 050996
"ab_B 10 1 5120 Cnts 300s 23:47 050996
*ab_A 10 2 5 Cnts 300s 23:52 050996
*ab_B 10 2 5073 Cnts 300s 23:58 050996
*ab_A 10 3 15 Cnts 300s 00.03 060996
*ab_B 10 3 5190 Cnts 300s 00:08 060996
*ab_A 10 4 3 Cnts 300s 00:13 060996
*ab_B 10 4 5049 Cnts 300s 00:19 060996
•Alpha:
*Rep: 1 dpm: 0.689 ±: 2.287
*Rep: 2 dpm: 0 ±: 2.180
*Rep: 3 dpm:*6.896 ±: 3.084 <—Out Rep 3: Avr:1.896 ; SigAvr: 1.207
*Rep: 4 dpm: 0 ±: 1.951
#avA 10 300s 00:13 060996 0.23 dpm ± 1.24(538.5%) ; MDA3S= 4.63dpm/Samp <MDA

*Rep:1 dpm: 2000.107 ±: 57.986
*Rep: 2 dpm: 1981.745 ±: 57.719
•Rep: 3 dpm: 2024.09 ±: 58.433
•Rep: 4 dpm: 1972.14 ±: 57.572
#avB 10 300s 00:19 060996 1994.52dpm± 28.96(1.4%) ; MDA3S= 13.17dpm/Samp

SampKind: Liquid 10cc dpm/Samp BarCode:A45 | Bar Code: A45 ; 060996
a: Eff(%): 29 Bkgr(cpm): 1 Kfac:1.12 | a: £MDA (4.63 dpm/Samp)
p: Eff(%):50 Bkgr(cpm): 24 | p: 199.46 d,pm/cc ± 1.4%

| MDA 3Sig (99.73%) for 300sec
|pEffforSr90

6. Summary:
An alpha-beta counting system was improved and upgraded. A new operation program

was developed which operates the system, including the bar-code reader, in a fully automatic
mode. Complete statistical evaluations are performed.

* FAG Kugelfisher George Schafer KGaA - Erlangen, Germany.
** Contec Microelectronics U.S.A Inc., 2188 Bering Drive, San Jose, California, U.S.A.
*** Symbol Technologies Inc., 116 Wilbur Place, Bohemia, NY 11716, U.S.A.
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